UP TO $1,000 CASH BACK*

When you purchase qualifying DCS outdoor appliances

*Must be purchased in a single transaction from a participating dealer between May 1, 2023 and December 31, 2023. Terms & Conditions apply learn more at dcsappliances.com/us/promotions
When you purchase qualifying DCS outdoor appliances

**UP TO $1,000 CASH BACK**

*Rebate paid by Visa Prepaid Card. Terms & Conditions apply, for full terms and conditions visit [dcsappliances.com/us/promotions](http://dcsappliances.com/us/promotions)*

By going to this site, you are entering a site hosted and operated by Fisher & Paykel Appliances. Please review their Privacy Policy. All personal information you provide is subject to that Privacy Policy. Different terms and conditions may apply.

You must register your claim online within 60 days of your Qualifying Product purchase or 120 days of Qualifying Product purchase if the product is on back order (Claims Closing Date). Must be purchased in a single transaction from a participating dealer between May 1, 2023 and December 31, 2023. This promotional offer is not available to customers who choose to delay delivery of their Qualifying Products beyond the Claims Closing Date (February 29, 2024) as the provision of serial numbers is mandatory for entry into this promotion. This offer is available only to the original purchaser and is nontransferable. This offer can be used in addition to the Fisher & Paykel “Create Your Dream Kitchen” Rebate promotion with effective date of May 1, 2023, but no other promotion. This promotion and these Terms and Conditions are governed by the laws of the state of California. The Promoter is Fisher & Paykel Appliances Inc. of 695 Town Center Drive, Suite 180, Costa Mesa, CA, 92626, USA.

---

### PURCHASE A QUALIFYING GRILL

**SERIES 9 BUILT-IN GRILLS**
- BE1-48RCI-N
- BE1-36RCI-N
- BE1-48RCI-L
- BE1-36RCI-L
- BE1-48RC-N
- BE1-36RC-N
- BE1-48RC-L
- BE1-36RC-L

**SERIES 7 BUILT-IN GRILLS**
- BHI-48RI-N
- BHI-48RI-L
- BHI-48R-N
- BHI-48R-L
- BHI-48RS-N
- BHI-36R-L

### SPECIALTY COOKING PRODUCTS

**SERIES 9 GRIDDLE & POWER BURNERS**
- GDE1-30-N
- GDE1-30-L
- PBE1-24-N
- PBE1-24-L
- GDE1-30-N
- GDE1-30-L
- PBE1-24-N
- PBE1-24-L

**SERIES 7 SIDEBURNERS**
- BFGC-30BGD-N
- BFGC-30BGD-L
- BGC132-BI-N
- BGC132-BI-L

**SERIES 9 SIDEBURNERS**
- GDSBE1-302-N
- GDSBE1-302-L
- SBE1-142-N
- SBE1-142-L

### OUTDOOR REFRIGERATION

**SERIES 9 GRIDDLE & POWER BURNERS**
- GDE1-30-N
- GDE1-30-L
- PBE1-24-N
- PBE1-24-L

**SERIES 7 SIDEBURNERS**
- BFGC-30BGD-N
- BFGC-30BGD-L
- BGC132-BI-N
- BGC132-BI-L

### SPECIALTY COOKING PRODUCTS

**SERIES 9 SIDEBURNERS**
- GDSBE1-302-N
- GDSBE1-302-L
- SBE1-142-N
- SBE1-142-L

### OUTDOOR STORAGE

**STORAGE SOLUTIONS**
- DPI-42
- TDI-20
- BDS-20
- TBR-20

**ACCESS DOORS**
- ADN1-20X48
- ADN1-20X36
- ADN1-20X30
- ADN1-20X24

**WARMING DRAWER**
- WDI-30-SSOD

**ACCESS DRAWERS**
- ADR1-48
- ADR2-36
- ADR2-30
- ADR2-24

### COOLING PRODUCTS

**REFRIGERATION**
- RF15R3
- RF15IL3
- RF24DE4
- RF24RE4
- RF24LE4
- RF24TR2
- RF24BL2
- RF24TR2
- RF24TL2

**BEVERAGE CENTER**
- BC5

---

*ADDITIONAL QUALIFYING PRODUCTS TO RECEIVE A $100 REBATE PER ITEM (UP TO $500)*

**SPECIALTY COOKING PRODUCTS**
- SERIES 9 GRIDDLE & POWER BURNERS
- SERIES 7 SIDEBURNERS
- BEVERAGE CENTER

**OUTDOOR STORAGE**
- ACCESS DOORS
- WARMING DRAWER
- STORAGE SOLUTIONS

**COOLING PRODUCTS**
- REFRIGERATION
- BEVERAGE CENTER